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terminology
Private Renting Schemes:
AHAS uses this term broadly to denote any type of scheme where local authorities are creating private
tenancies with private landlords. This can cover schemes run by Social Letting Agencies which are run
independently for Local Authorities.

Deposit Guarantee:
AHAS uses this term to describe private renting scheme where local authorities agree to cover damage
and rental loss to the landlord.

Loan Schemes:
AHAS uses this term to describe schemes where clients are given loans to finance the creation of
their tenancy. There is an expectation that the client will reimburse the local authority for any loss.

Non Refundable Incentives:
AHAS uses this term to describe any scheme which gives landlords a bonus for taking their clients.
This is sometimes also known as a finder’s fee.

foreword
The Association of Housing Advice Services (AHAS) has been at the forefront of developing and supporting housing
needs policies. Our work attempts to reflect the realities of delivering modern progressive services. AHAS members are
managers and officers from housing options, private sector advice and homeless services. Our job is to find immediate
solutions to the problem of vast number of people facing homelessness or in severe housing need. Other organisations
campaign for long term strategies on house building, planning, and social housing. AHAS is different and believes solutions
are found in a pragmatic approach, focusing on how to deal with problems today and in the foreseeable future.
In developing homelessness prevention strategies Housing Needs Departments entered unchartered waters - negotiating
with the private rented sector and talking to private sector landlords. This took a major mind shift from officers who for
many years had an adversarial approach to private sector landlords. AHAS has for many years advocated private rented
housing as a viable solution to meeting housing need. Last year’s conference focused on the Rugg and Rhodes report and
considered changes that were needed to meet housing demand. This year we are focusing on good practice to help local
authorities work better with the private sector and attempt to build long term mutually beneficial relationships.
The development of procuring private rented accommodation to prevent homelessness sector was greatly assisted by
Communities and Local Government Homelessness teams whose advice and pump priming finances supported the
expansion of this work. The sector’s success in harnessing the private rented sector as a viable vehicle for housing solutions
is clearly reflected in the significant drop in homelessness acceptances figures.
That was yesterday; today we are entering the new age of austerity.
The need to acquire private rented accommodation is just as great but there are reduced opportunities to fund incentives.
We know that the private sector market can be unpredictable and if we do not get better at working with it we risk losing
all the advances we have made. With less funds to incentivise private landlords and limits on Housing Benefit the ghost of
homelessness acceptances with its ensuing enormous financial and social consequences is once again lurking for those who
fail to deliver this option.
Access to the Private Rented Sector is the key to homelessness prevention and Local Authorities private rented schemes
are currently the only viable way local authorities have to manage homelessness
This report and the research undertaken by AHAS aim to inform local authorities to assist them meet the serious
challenges ahead. Despite the importance of the subject there is no one currently providing the sector with know -how
and the tools to deliver. We don’t know what the new Government’s approach will be but we do know that options and
advice services will need to innovate to continue to meet housing demand. The sector has to rely on itself to learn and
develop the tools it needs to succeed and we hope this report will contribute towards the learning process.
AHAS firmly believes that the private rented sector remains a positive solution but relationships need to improve. We
need to listen to the sector and deliver a model that works for landlords as well as ourselves. For too long councils have
expected customers to fall in step with the way they operate. This is no longer an option. To compete in the changing
environment of the market place we have to get leaner, more responsive and collaborative and use modern tools.
AHAS also believes that austerity can be the mother of creativity and we have great faith in our members’ ability to evolve
and improve. We hope that the best practice and recommendations in this report will aid this process of change and
deliver the solutions to continue to meet the challenge of homelessness.
Neil Wightman
Jon Dalton
AHAS Joint Chairs
On Behalf of The Association of Housing Advice Services
The views in this report are those of the AHAS Executive and are not to be attributed to any local authority.

“ today we are entering the new age of austerity ”
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foreword
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executive summary
AHAS broadly supports many of Rugg and Rhodes’ findings and
suggestions; like the CLG it also recognises that local authorities
need to be given the flexibility to develop practical solutions for
their own localities. This flexibility will be particularly important
in the current fiscal climate.

this report:
Provides an evidence based account of what landlords want
from local authorities taken from a wide range of landlords with
different size portfolios including both those who work with local
authorities and those who do not currently.
Analyse whether local authorities understand the issues that
landlords raise and what they are doing to improve their
relationship with landlords.
Provide a Tool Box of practical options for local authorities
looking to improve the performance of their scheme whilst also
reducing costs.
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executive summary
what landlords want:
full report:section 2 page 10

key findings:
Housing Benefit:There are still ongoing frustrations with Housing Benefit which may be due to the changes
brought in by the Local Housing Allowance; recent guidance if implemented may deal with these landlords’
concerns.
Unsurprisingly most landlords would like to get some form of rent guarantee or direct payment
A proportion of landlords is keen to work with local authorities and will tend to disperse housing benefit
tenancies within their portfolio.
Many landlords find that their relationship with local authorities is adversarial and often feel that systems are set
up to protect the interests of the local authority or the tenant.
Landlords want to be treated as equal partners.
Lack of communication and accountability is a major complaint.
Landlords do not understand the different functions of different department and want a single point of reference
for all their dealings.
Landlords are confused by the different schemes on offer
Some landlords do not feel that local authorities do enough to prepare tenants for renting privately.
Landlords want a choice of tenants.
A number of landlords would be prepared to pay local authorities for management services provided that these
were run efficiently and effectively. Many of the landlords who currently use managing agents expressed the same
frustrations with the private sector as with the public sector.

recommendations >

section:
executive summary
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executive summary
what landlords want:
full report:section 2 page 10

recommendations >
In light of the landlord’s responses AHAS
makes a series of recommendations for
improving the relationship through private
renting schemes:
There must be commitment of the service that will be offered to landlords. For example provide a named
contact throughout the life of the tenancy and respond to all telephone enquiries within 24 hours.
Give good landlords the freedom to run their business and develop relationships with tenants.
Provide landlords with a tenant checking services including some form of reference check which is open to the
landlord and give the landlord the right to refuse tenants.
Tenants should be given comprehensive tenant training before they move into their property.
Tenants should only be placed when they are ready and they should be given some responsibility for meeting the
local authority’s costs if they act in an “untenant” like manner.
Housing Departments wherever possible should aim to provide a one stop shop delivery to landlords by liaising
with HB to provide information and get direct payments to landlords and being the only port of
call for landlords.
Provide landlords with a range of incentives; some of them will not cost a lot but will go a long way towards
putting councils ahead of the competition
Move the tenant out without a court order when things go wrong or when the tenancy has legitimately ended.
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executive summary
do local authorities understand
what landlords want ?
full report:section 3 page 19

key findings:
Deposit Guarantee Schemes are currently the most popular and most successful means of
incentivising a scheme.
Tenant loans are also an effective tool and there is a growing trend for local authorities to make tenants more
accountable for financing incentives either through a loan or a deposit guarantee.
Large one off incentive payments are not sustainable and most local authorities are having to reduce their use.
Local authorities are housing a range of clients through private renting schemes and do not simply focus on
priority prevention cases.
Local authorities who work in partnership with other local authorities are saving on costs
Partnership with other organisations can make a contribution to tenancy sustainment.
There is a perception that Housing Needs departments are unable to influence many of the things landlords
express frustration at particularly in relation to Housing Benefit

AHAS highlights a number of business
models and good practice examples from
around the country.

section:
executive summary
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executive summary
tool box of operational
options and good practice to improve
your schemes
The tool box is a practical tool for local authorities to consider structured over the life time of a tenancy.
It is not a guide of how to run a private renting scheme.AHAS would encourage local authorities to take the
elements that they feel would be useful to them and adapt them accordingly.

in conclusion:
It is clear that the success of private renting
schemes is not based upon large financial incentives
but on the quality of the relationship between
landlords and local authorities.
This report demonstrates what landlords want
and how local authorities are currently responding.
The toolkit gives a practical guide about how
these relationships can be created or reformed
to encourage more collaborative, sustainable and
financially sound Private Renting Schemes.
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section 1: background
1.1
The Homelessness Act 2002 legally enshrined homelessness prevention as a key element of a local
authority’s housing duties to its residents. It required every local authority to explain how it would
prevent homelessness in a published homelessness strategy. The scope of homelessness strategies
are wide and local authorities were asked to consider all groups within their locality rather than to
solely concentrate on those they would owe a homelessness duty towards.
Sustainable Communities: Settled Home Settled Homes; Changing Lives 1 broadly defined
homelessness prevention activities as anything which would allow clients to remain in their homes
or to secure settled independent accommodation. It encouraged local authorities to adopt a
proactive approach when dealing with homelessness and to offer options prior to their client’s
becoming homeless. Sustainable Communities: Settled Homes; Changing Lives 2 also gave local
authorities the target of reducing the number of families living in temporary accommodation by
50% in the year 2010. This target became a key driving force in many local authority’s homelessness
prevention strategies. The report was also clear that when a council moves a client into settled
accommodation this does not necessarily mean a council property.
1 Settled Homes Changing Lives, ODPM Press 2005 pp11
2 Settled Homes Changing Lives, ODPM Press 2005 pp31

1.2
For many local authorities meeting the temporary accommodation reduction target would have been almost
impossible to achieve due to the disparity between their existing stock and the demand for social housing.
Therefore Sustainable Communities: Settled Homes; Changing Lives 3 advocated a collaborative approach
which would see local authorities making links with registered social landlords, the voluntary sector and the
private sector.A key suggestion was the use of “rent deposit” or “private renting schemes” which involve a local
authority providing a financial incentive or guarantee to a landlord when they accept a client that local authority
may otherwise have to accept a homeless duty towards. In other words homelessness is prevented because
the client accepts the option of securing settled accommodation in the private sector rather than going into
temporary accommodation.These schemes have become a crucial part of many local authorities’ homelessness
prevention strategies and an essential element in their efforts to meet housing need in their area.
3 Settled Homes Changing Lives, ODPM Press 2005 pp14

section:
background
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section 1: background
1.3
From 2008 the department for Community and Local Government’s quarterly P1E 4 reports were expanded to
provide specific information on homelessness prevention and relief. (Homeless relief is a move into alternative
accommodation. ) These are the key indicators of success in the field.The P1E demonstrates that homeless relief
through the use of Private Renting Schemes (28,120) is now more important in Homeless Prevention than the
allocation of secure council or housing association tenancies (11,810. )
4 Homelessness Prevention and Relief: England 2008/09 Experimental Statistics, Department for Communities and Local
Government, November 2009, pp6

1.4
In The Private Rented Sector: its contribution and potential, Julie Rugg and David Rhodes questioned whether
the private sector is capable of expanding to meet the increased demand that Private Renting Schemes create.
They question the “underlying assumption that the sector would simply expand to meet demand” 5 especially
as they characterise the majority of landlords as being “at best ambivalent” 6 to the housing benefit market.They
suggest that private renting schemes may marginalise other non-priority groups who would have traditionally
been assisted by voluntary sector schemes.
5The Private Rented Sector: its contribution and potential, Centre for Housing Policy University ofYork, Julie Rugg and David Rhodes, 2008, pp 88
6The Private Rented Sector: its contribution and potential, Centre for Housing Policy University ofYork, Julie Rugg and David Rhodes, 2008, pp 89

1.5
Rugg and Rhodes also note that local authorities face challenges in ensuring the private rented sector is seen as
equivalent to the offer of social housing 7 .This is due to issues around housing management, security of tenure
and the potential to seek redress from the landlord if things go wrong.That said, Rugg and Rhodes explain that
many tenants can see benefits in the flexibility and choice the private rented sector can offer.They suggest that
tenants may benefit from “dispersal 8 ” into areas where there is not a high concentration of social housing.
7The Private Rented Sector: its contribution and potential, Centre for Housing Policy University ofYork, Julie Rugg and David Rhodes, 2008, pp 94
8The Private Rented Sector: its contribution and potential, Centre for Housing Policy University ofYork, Julie Rugg and David Rhodes, 2008, pp 95
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section 1: background
1.6
Ultimately, Rugg and Rhodes accept that the Private Rented Sector can play a key role in meeting
housing need. They advocate professionalising the business of private letting by placing frontline
landlord services within the council’s small business unit. Tenancy sustainment is recognised as a
key part of the council’s role and Rugg and Rhodes are keen to stress that its profile is increased.
They suggest that this could be achieved through the creation of social lettings agencies in
partnership with RSLs or the voluntary sector 9.
9 The Private Rented Sector: its contribution and potential, Centre for Housing Policy University of York, Julie Rugg and David
Rhodes, 2008, executive summary xxiii

1.7
Whilst broadly accepting many of the observations and recommendations made in the Rugg and Rhodes report,
especially in relation to business units and tenancy sustainment 10 , the Department of Community’s and Local
Government did not wholly subscribe to their model for social lettings agencies. Instead it advocated a more
flexible approach where local authorities could adapt their schemes to local market conditions. For example
they suggest that some local authorities could work in partnership whilst others may decide to contract this
function out to the voluntary sector.Their response stressed the need to collate and share good practice models
from across the country 11.
10The Private Rented Sector: its contribution and potential, Centre for Housing Policy University ofYork, Julie Rugg and David Rhodes, 2008, pp 110
11The private rented sector: professionalism and qualityThe Government response to the Rugg Review Consultation Department for Communities
and Local Government, May 2009, pp14

1.8
After reviewing the background to private renting and local authorities it is clear that this is a hugely significant
area with massive potential to grow even further. However, there is still limited information available.This report
will look at how different local authorities are responding to the challenges of building high quality private
renting schemes which benefit landlords and tenants. It will consider what landlords want from the private
renting schemes and whether local authorities are providing this. It will provide a “best practice” tool kit of
options that a local authority could use, take elements from and use in their area to tailor the schemes to their
specific circumstances. In light of the current financial climate it would be simplistic to simply review what local
authorities have done and make recommendations based upon the assumption that their resources and the
market will remain the same.Therefore, recommendations will be made in light of new financial constraints and
budget cuts.

section:
background
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.1 research
In order to get a variety of landlord’s opinions on the relationship between local authorities and private landlords
we conducted a comprehensive survey of landlords from across the country.The survey was distributed by
Landlord Accreditation schemes, landlords’ organisations and local authorities’ mailing list of private landlords.
The aim of the survey was to consider the views of landlords who work with local authorities and those who
do not.We asked the landlords who do work with local authorities what they like about this and what they
would like to improve. For those who currently do not work with local authorities we asked them to provide
their reasons for this and to make suggestions as to what could be done to encourage them to do so. Following
the surveys we contacted 30 landlords at random to get more information on their experiences.We also tried
to challenge their perceptions of what local authorities can offer them.

2.2 profile of the landlords:
In total 232 landlords took part in the survey between January 2010 and end May 2010. .There was good
mixture of small and large landlords as the graph below illustrates.

How many properties do you own?
1-3								35. 8%
4-7 					 25. 7%
8-20 			
More than 20
0%

5%

232

18. 6%
19. 9%
10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

The majority (35. 8%) of the landlords who responded were smaller landlords who own between
1 and 3 properties. Larger landlords with between 8 and 20 properties accounted for 18. 6% of the
respondents and very big landlords with over 20 properties made up 19. 9%. This mixture is important because it allowed us to get an impression of the issues facing all landlords from small “buy to
let” landlords with a few properties to large career landlords with significant portfolios.
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.3
In the main the landlords seemed committed to the private rented sector and saw themselves being in the
business in five years time.The chart below illustrates that despite the current market conditions almost half of
the landlords wanted to remain in the sector with an increased portfolio:

Do you still see yourself being an landlord in five years time?

Yes with more properties
Yes with the same number of properties
Yes with fewer properties
No I am getting out of the landlord business

2.4
From this we can see that many private landlords regard the sector as an increasing market in which they can
expand, and that more landlords are considering expanding their business than are considering reducing.This
expansion may create an increased demand for tenants which local authorities can exploit if they have improved
relationships with private landlords. Other parts of the market may contract so local authorities may see more
customers such as first time buyers, who may have once looked to purchase a property rather than rent.
This may lead to greater pressure on local authorities’ resources and increase the pressure on them finding
innovative means of communicating with private landlords and acquiring properties.

section:
what landlords want
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.5 sustainment
Almost half of the landlords who responded said that they had experience of lengthy tenancies.
49. 5% of landlords said that they had tenants who had been in their properties for 4 years or
longer. Only 2. 3% stated that their longest tenancy was for 6 months. This suggests that private
landlords are happy to have tenants who are willing to stay in their properties for a substantial
period of time indicating that they are looking for long term tenants. This is positive news for local
authorities as it suggests that many landlords are keen on providing long term sustainable homes
for their tenants.

2.6
The landlords who said that they did not wish to stay in the sector gave two main reasons for
this. The first was personal circumstances such as their age. The second was a general feeling of
frustration with the statutory “interference” in the market. This dissatisfaction ranged from anger
about housing benefit administration to frustration with growing statutory regulation of the sector
following the Housing Act 2004. This presents a challenge to local authorities who need to find a
balance between the administrative and enforcement aspects of their work with a need to allow
good landlords to carry out their business. The announcement by Grant Shapp Housing Minister
that there will not be any further regulations of private sector landlords, made after our survey
was conducted, may go some way to allay some of this dissatisfaction. In examining the landlord
responses we will explore the reasons for this tension in more detail.

2.7
AHAS’ findings show that the landlords who work with housing benefit tenants tend to spread it across their
portfolio.The majority rented 25-50% of their portfolio to people claiming housing benefit. However, a sizable
number rent over 50% of their portfolios to housing benefit tenants.This illustrates that landlords view the
housing benefit market as a viable business opportunity.That said it also demonstrates that many landlords are
reluctant to focus on the housing benefit market as the core of their business.This suggests that there is work to
be done to persuade landlords that the housing benefit market could become a key component of a workable
business model for private landlords. he landlords had housing benefit clients they knew about in at least
a quarter of their properties.

What is the split between people who claim / don’t
claim housing benefit in your properties?
Please choose the answer that most closely fits your portfolio

25%
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50%

75%
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.8
Several landlords gave us feedback about why they rented to the Housing Benefit market. It appeared to be a
popular option to fill tenancies in certain areas. For example one landlord told us:

“Our first choice reason was that in some areas there
were more housing benefit tenants than not, so we
reduced our voids by letting to the first suitable tenant,
whether on HB or not. ”
This statement suggests that some landlords are ambivalent towards housing benefit, and while not actively
seeking out housing benefit claimants, will rent to them if suitable. Landlords diversify their portfolios and may
wish to rent to people on benefits as well as others as part of this diversification.

2.9
In all 53% of landlords stated that they felt there was no difference between renting to a housing
benefit tenant and a non benefit tenant. However, many of their comments were inconsistent with
this position and there seemed to be a general feeling that it is always preferable to rent to a client
who is working over someone claiming benefits. We also asked these landlords what their top
three reasons for working with housing benefit clients:

The rent is paid directly to me.
There is no difference renting to people on housing benefit
The tenants stay on average longer than other non benefit tenants
Whilst the majority picked “the rent is paid directly to me. ” as their top reason for working
with housing benefit clients, we also received a lot of comments expressing frustration with the
difficulty they experience in getting local housing allowance paid direct. It’s important to recognize
that even amongst landlords who currently work with housing benefit tenants this is a major area
of concern.

section:
what landlords want
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.10
Similarly among landlords who currently do not take housing benefit clients “rent direct” was the main thing that
could persuade them to begin. In the feedback section many landlords explained that they had previously rented
to housing benefit clients and problems with housing benefit clients had made direct rent an absolute condition
if they are to return to the market. Other feedback included a general mistrust of housing benefit departments
and their interpretation of housing benefit legislation.

How do landlords perceive Local Authorities Private
Renting Schemes?

2.11
The housing benefit market is an emotive area with landlords having various preconceptions and strong opinions
about the role of local authorities. In order to focus the analysis we examined their perceptions of private
renting schemes. Despite the large numbers of landlords who rent to housing benefit clients only 24% of those
questioned had used Private Renting Schemes.This in itself indicates that there is a lack of awareness amongst
landlords about what local authorities can offer them.Amongst the landlords who said that they did work with
Private Renting Schemes there seemed to be some confusion as several landlords made references to Private
Leasing Schemes run through RSLs.This may be indicative of a wider problem. If landlords do not understand the
difference between schemes there may be a failure in communication which landlords report is a major concern
and will lead to unmet expectations. Examining the landlord responses we will explore the reasons for this
tension in more detail.

AHAS Recommendation:

Local authorities should provide landlord with a
free introductory pack which clearly explains the
scheme(s) when the landlord initially approaches the
council. A member of staff should take them through
the main points in this pack before the property is
advertised to clients.
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.12
AHAS’ findings show that the landlords who work with Private Renting Schemes tend to spread this across
their portfolio; but some landlords are willing to give over the majority of their portfolio. Whilst there is an
obvious willingness to work with local authorities most landlords only give over up to 25% of their properties to
this market. It is up to local authorities to identify why some landlords are willing to use private renting schemes
for the majority of their portfolio and how they can persuade other landlords to do so. Overall there was a
tendency for landlords to let less than half their portfolio through private renting schemes.The graph below
shows this:

What proportion of your portfolio do you rent through
the local authority renting scheme?
25%
50%
75%
100%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

This could indicate some dissatisfaction with the services that landlords are being offered by private renting
schemes. Indeed only 53% of landlords who currently work with Private Renting Schemes said that they would
recommend them to another landlord.When asked about what they liked about working with local authorities
these landlords concentrated on financial considerations rating direct payment of housing benefit or incentive
payments as the top two most attractive things about working with a local authority. If we were to disregard
incentive payments, rent guarantee was by far the most popular selling point.

2.13
The next most desirable thing for landlords was predictably “good tenants who look after their property”.
AHAS feels that this can be linked back to the information on the length of tenancies as further information that
landlords are predictably looking for responsible tenants who will treat their property as a home. Unsurprisingly
90 of 122 landlords who have not used a private renting scheme said some form of rent guarantee would be the
best thing to encourage them to begin doing so.
section:
what landlords want
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.14
In line with the results of the survey, the vast majority of the landlords we spoke in our telephone interviews
stated that guaranteed rent is or would be a very important factor in them working with local authorities.The
interviews allowed us to get practical examples of the reasons for this. One landlord who rents mainly to singles
on housing benefit as he owns HMOs stated that in 75% of cases he lost up to 8 weeks rent until LHA was
paid direct as the tenants kept the rent until they went on rent direct because of the arrears. If this landlord was
to apply for possession after 8 weeks he would have a mandatory right to possession under Ground 8 of the
Housing Act 1988, which highlights the affects that not having vulnerable people on rent direct can have.

2.15
Other landlords stated that they needed rent in advance to cover their overheads and felt that housing benefit
payments should mirror the private sector.

AHAS Recommendation:

Local authorities must develop good links and protocols
with their housing benefit departments and secure direct
payments for landlords in most cases. The recent changes
in Housing Benefit guidance recognises private renting
schemes and should make this easier.

safe and secure
rental payments
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.16
A tiny minority of landlords felt that these problems should be built into a responsible landlord’s business plan.
One stated that “landlords should be responsible for their risk. ” Another respondent recognised the landlord’s
responsibility to manage their stock suggesting that only good landlords should be offered incentives and that
there should be some kind of ranking system recognising good practice.These responses indicate that landlords
acknowledge that in order to improve their relationship with local authorities they must provide tenants with a
professional service.
AHAS Recommendation:

Local authorities should ask all landlords to sign up to a
mutually agreed set of principles detailing standards they
will work to. They should reward good landlords who
manage their properties well but penalise landlords who
do not keep to this code.

2.17
During the interviews it became clear that many landlords were extremely frustrated by their experiences of
trying to communicate with local authorities.Their frustration was caused by issues ranging from poor telephone
service to the perceived inability of local authorities to accept responsibility when things go wrong and sort
things out.
AHAS Recommendation:

Local authorities should give their landlords a named
contact and a direct phone number. This person should
be focused on providing landlord services and cover
arrangements should be made if they are not at work.

section:
what landlords want
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.18
One landlord stated that “communication needs to be a two way thing” whilst another said there needs to be
“better communication between local authorities, landlords and tenants. ”
Landlords feel excluded “they pay the rent direct to me, they told me they could not speak to me as I am a third
party: I am not a third party, I am a principal player in this arrangement” All landlords felt that communication
was biased in favour of the tenant or the local authority with one saying that “they only write to you about
overpayments or issues in their favour. ”
AHAS Recommendation:

Local authorities should offer guarantees about how
landlords will be dealt with. These should be published
and the landlord should be given a copy when they sign
up for the scheme. For example, if a problem arises
which cannot be dealt with over the phone they will be
contacted within 24 hours.

2.19
Staff were characterised as being unresponsive and inefficient. Several landlords pointed to a need for better
training and a fuller understanding of housing legislation.A major source of frustration was local authorities
insisting on a court order before re-housing a client even when they have been good tenants, the tenancy has
come to an end and the landlord has to sell the property.Whilst these responses could simply be dismissed as
landlords not appreciating the frameworks local authorities work within they indicate that some local authorities
are not prepared to be flexible in their partnerships with private landlords.
AHAS Recommendation:

Local authorities should recognise landlords as partners.
Where possible they should use their discretion and work
flexibly to ensure that the partnership is maintained.
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section 2:
what landlords want
2.20
20 Landlords were of the general perception that local authorities discharge families into the private sector
and then “forget” about them. Landlords felt that the tenants themselves were not being prepared properly
and that they should also be encouraged to take more responsibility.There was a feeling that some local
authorities perpetuate a chain of failed tenancies by moving clients who have caused problems in their previous
accommodation from private tenancy to private tenancy rather than dealing with the issues that have caused
them to lose their accommodation in the first place. Some landlords spoke in terms of “equal responsibility”
between landlords and tenants or encouraging tenants to be “mindful” of their references. One landlord said that
local authorities should work with their clients to ensure that they value their home.
AHAS Recommendation:

Local authorities should promote sustainable tenancies
by encouraging customers to become responsible
tenants. They should be informed of their
responsibilities as well as their rights and be given an
appropriate level of tenant training.
A plain English Tenants’ information pack can also
reinforce this.

2.21
Almost all of the landlords AHAS contacted said that a tenant checking service was a vital part of any private
renting scheme and the majority of them felt that local authorities were not providing this at the moment.Whilst
they recognised that it is unfair to generalise about tenants they felt it is absolutely necessary to meet the tenant
and be given a choice of tenants before accepting somebody.
AHAS Recommendation:

Local authorities should offer landlords some kind of
referencing service. This should become a fundamental
of any scheme and be transparent.

section:
what landlords want
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section 2:
what landlords want
private over public sector:

2.22
As can be seen from the landlords’ answers many were frustrated by the service they have received from local
authorities. In response to this we tested their perceptions of private managing agents to get a contrast between
public and private sector providers. 52 of the landlords who responded currently use managing agents. Of these
89. 7% give full management over to the agents who on average take 10% or more of the landlord’s income as
their fees. 62% of these say that they are happy with the service they receive.Those who are unhappy stated they
had experienced problems with maladministration, lack of payments, poor customer service and communication.

2.23
These are the same problems that many landlords who work with local authorities highlighted. Indeed 47. 2%
of landlords said that they would be interested in a management service if a local authority provided this on the
condition that it matched the service they could expect to receive from a good agency in the private sector.The
majority of these landlords also said that they would be prepared to pay for this service suggesting that local
authorities can get more landlords on board if they improve their communication and the transparency of their
schemes.

2.24
AHAS findings
The AHAS survey gave landlords a forum to express their concerns and frustration about the relationship they
have with local authorities.Their opinions are useful indications of what landlords want from their relationship
with local authorities. However, they should not be regarded as the definitive account of the relationship and in
the next section of the report Local Authorities will be examined. It is clear that a key message we can take from
landlords is that Local Authorities should be creating schemes based on transparency and mutual understanding
and landlords should be treated as partners.
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section 3:
do local authorities understand landlords?
3.1
In order to canvass the opinions of local authorities,AHAS distributed a survey to a range of local authorities
throughout the country using the AHAS mailing list of 400 contacts.AHAS also held a focus group among
randomly selected AHAS members to get more information and detailed opinions.The aims of the survey
were as follows:

Analyse how local authorities view their relationship with private
landlords.
Look at the range of private renting schemes that are currently
being run.
Look at the sustainability of these schemes especially in light of
new economic pressures.
Look at what local authorities think works and whether they
understand what landlords want.
Look at how local authorities intend to change their schemes so
that they remain successful but reduce costs.
Find out areas of good and innovative practice

3.2
This section of the report will profile the local authorities who responded in detail before
moving onto tackling the issues above. It will then analyse and discuss the opinions and ideas
that came out of the focus group.Throughout this section AHAS will make
recommendations and then sum up its position in the final paragraph.

section:
do local authorities understand landlords?
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section 3:
do local authorities understand landlords?

3.3
profile of the Local Authorities who responded:
In total 157 local authorities answered all or some of the survey. Of these only 18. 6% completed the
questionnaire in full, suggesting that the survey was perhaps too detailed or was not received by the “right”
person.The participation of local authorities can perhaps be compared unfavourably to landlords, and perhaps
highlights landlord’s complaints of “getting through to the right person”.Those who completed the questionnaire
in full provided some very useful feedback.
The graph below illustrates our survey was completed by local authorities from across England:
(This is based on 151 responses. )

in what area of the country is you local authority located?
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section 3:
do local authorities understand landlords?
3.4
AHAS recognises that what might work in a large urban authority may not be appropriate in a smaller
mainly rural authority with less financial resources.Therefore,AHAS wanted to get responses from a range
of authorities serving different communities.The graph below demonstrates the breakdown of the type of
authorities who responded: (This is based on 151 responses. )

how would you describe your local authority?
Inner City
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Suburban
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Suburban

Semi Rural

36
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Rural
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151
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20
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60
As the graph illustrates most of the authorities who responded saw themselves as suburban. However, there was
a good range and this breadth of opinion will inform my recommendations in later chapters.

3.5

Below shows the type of financial incentives that local authorities are offering private landlords to accept their clients:

which of the following do you offer landlords?
(Tick as many as apply)

Non Refundable incentive payment or finder fee

30

Refundable Loan

24
120

Deposit Guarantee Scheme
Other ( please specify )

62

(Other covers additional services such as repairs and tenant checking services)
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section 3:
do local authorities understand landlords?
3.6
Most local authorities are offering landlords a deposit guarantee scheme.This is similar to general practice on the
private market and protects local authorities from paying large sums of money at the outset of the tenancy.

3.7
A proportion of the local authorities who responded (32) pay landlords a non refundable incentive or “finder’s
fee. ” This type of scheme has been particularly popular in London where inner city local authorities have offered
landlords large sums of money for taking their clients, this has caused significant non recoverable expenditure
and competition among authorities.

3.8
25% of respondents stated that they offered a refundable loan.The idea of empowering tenants to take
responsibility for the financial outlay of their local authority is something the report will return too.

3.9
Of those who said that they run different type of scheme the most common was a rent in advance scheme
for landlords which is then recovered from housing benefit.This would be better described as a “refundable
loan. ” Some local authorities explained that they diversify their offer to landlords with a variety of incentives to
landlords such as insurance or assistance with tenancy agreements.

how much do the different
schemes cost? . . . and do
they stack up
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section 3:
do local authorities understand landlords?
non refundable incentives:

3.10
The responses indicated that there is a large difference in the amount local authorities spend on non-refundable
incentives. It also needs to be recognised that a good proportion of local authorities were unable or unwilling
to provide statistics. Some local authorities responded with a zero cost whilst one inner London local authority
stated that they spent 1,368,078. 35 on incentives in 2008/09. Clearly spending on the scale of the inner London
authority is not an economic use of resources.There was a clear downward trend in spending during 2009/10
and in the projections for 2010/11.This indicates that Private Renting Schemes offering non refundable incentives
are now unaffordable for even the best resourced local authority.These authorities need to look at diversifying
their offer to private landlords if they wish to remain competitive within their respective markets.

3.11
Whilst some authorities stated they were operating at zero cost in the main between £50,000 and £500,000
was being spent in 2008/09. In 2009/10 more respondents were operating their schemes for under £50,000 but
some larger authorities had increased their spending.The projections for 2010/11 were in line with reducing
costs.The best way of reducing the cost of a refundable incentive scheme is by recovering the incentive quickly
and efficiently.Again there was a significant discrepancy between local authorities’ success in reclaiming their
incentives. However, the overall trend does not seem positive with only 3 of 20 respondents saying that they
expect to reclaim over 90% of their costs in the next financial year.

3.12
Deposit guarantee schemes appear to be the most cost efficient model for a private renting scheme with 29
out of 30 respondents stating that they spent under £50,000 on deposits in the last financial year.This is a more
sustainable model as local authorities are not offering financial inducements at the outset and only covering
tenant liabilities in line with a conventional deposit. If this is combined with effective tenant training and longer
tenancies costs can be reduced further.

AHAS Recommendation:

Local Authorities who are currently offering non refundable
incentives will have to consider offering deposit guarantee
or tenants loan schemes dependent on their market.
section:
do local authorities understand landlords?
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section 3:
do local authorities understand landlords?
who has been re-housed:

3.13
As well as priority need prevention cases AHAS looked at three groups who could also be offered private
renting schemes.These were council tenants and non priority singles and qualifying offers.

council tenants

3.14
We received 39 responses to our question about council tenants. Of these 41% offered their private renting
schemes to council tenants. Due to reporting issues with the local authorities themselves we were unable to
establish a reliable figure for the average amount of tenancies created over the last two financial years.The
statistics we did receive ranged from 0 to 39 in 2008/09 and 0-60 in 2009/10.The projections for 2010-11
suffered similar problems but were consistent with the results for 2009/10.This is an area local authorities could
seek to develop by aligning private renting schemes closer to choice based lettings to increase its profile and
allow movement across tenures.

non priority singles

3.15
We received 40 responses saying that they offered private renting schemes to non priority singles.
The graph below illustrates how these are procured.

which of the following do you offer to non priority singles?
Cash deposit scheme
Deposit guarantee scheme
Occasional deposits only
Move on from supported housing
None

0
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do local authorities understand landlords?
3.16
In 2008/9 the number of tenancies created ranged from 0-288 and in 2009/10 they ranged from 0-359.
Consistently the best performing authority was an outer London authority who contract out their scheme
for non priority singles to a voluntary sector agency. 23. 1% of the 39 who responded to our question about
contracting out did so and this seems to be an effective way of managing non priority schemes.There is a danger
that local authorities who amalgamate the priority need and non priority need clients in a traditional scheme will
always favour the clients to whom they have a statutory duty.

qualifying offers:

3.17
In light of the CLG’s 2010 target to reduce the numbers of families living in temporary accommodation by 2010
many local authorities have been discharging their statutory duty to families by offering them a qualifying offer of
a private tenancy. Our data on this was limited but across 2008/9 and 2009/10 the amounts ranged from 0 to
over 200.

how successful are these schemes?

3.18
Whilst the majority of the local authorities who responded have created between 0-100 new lets there is an
increasing trend of local authorities completing 700 or over which is a significant number.

AHAS Recommendation:

The scale and size of a scheme presents different problems
but the basic principles of a successful private renting scheme
are the same whatever the size of the scheme.

section:
do local authorities understand landlords?
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do local authorities understand landlords?
3.19
The projections suggest that they are confident they will be able to continue this very high output and they will
be able to improve performance within a context of budgetary constraint. In order to analyse how they are
achieving their outcomes at the moment we asked for a percentage breakdown of the type of scheme used to
create tenancies.The graph below show the average breakdown across those who responded.

tell us the percentage split each of the following
Non Refundable scheme
Refundable deposit scheme
Deposit guarantee schemes
SFE*
Other
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10

15

20

SFE = Schemes funded externally e.g.: using SP money
Predictably most tenancies are created through deposit guarantee schemes. However, refundable deposit
schemes are seemingly more successful than non refundable incentive schemes and other types of scheme.This
suggests that successful schemes offer landlords a commitment from the council to help them meet their costs.
This is positive for local authorities as these schemes allow them to recoup some or all of their costs.
The majority of the local authorities who stated that they pay non refundable incentives in over 75% of tenancies
were based in London. Due to highly competitive rental market with very high rents it appears that London
based authorities have relied on large incentives to persuade landlords to accept their clients; this is not a
sustainable model

xpensive London ?
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do local authorities understand landlords?
3.20

do local authorities understand private landlords?
The responses AHAS received from landlords indicated that most local authorities do not understand what
they really want.The key to a successful and sustainable private renting scheme is fostering a good relationship
with landlords.This section contrasts the responses of local authorities both in the survey and in the focus group
with what the landlords told us.AHAS asked local authorities to consider which aspects of their private renting
schemes they considered to be the most popular.The graph below demonstrates this.

which aspects of your schemes are most popular with
the landlords?
Direct payments from housing benefits

Landlord forums

Fast track benefit payments

KEY

Tenancy support Services floating support
Most popular
Standard tenancy agreements
Popular
Free membership of an accreditation scheme
Quite popular
Legal advice to landlords
Not popular
Guaranteed rent

Paying the landlord’s insurance

Paying for the landlord’s gas safety certificate

Other
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do local authorities understand landlords?
3.21
Direct payments of housing benefit were clearly considered to be the most popular aspects of any scheme.
This response is surprising given the constraints that local housing allowance has placed upon direct payments
to landlords.These responses may be indicative of a general appreciation of what landlords desire rather than
a direct reflection of what they are receiving in reality.The general feedback to this question was consistent in
stating that landlord’s appreciate good communication and a fast efficient service. It also recognised that landlords
want local authorities to provide tenant checks and inventories as well as ongoing tenancy sustainment support.
The responses from the survey are consistent with what landlords told us they wanted. Crucially they recognise
landlord’s desire for clear communication clarity and tenancy sustainment.

3.22
focus group feedback
The feedback from the focus group was mixed. Some members of the focus group clearly recognised that
communication is a problem and said that local authorities are not always clear about what they can offer
landlords at the outset. Others denied communication is a problem at all.There were two main strands of
argument accompanying this denial.The first was that poor communication was not the fault of the housing
department. Delays in housing benefit and finance departments were blamed as a principal cause for landlord’s
frustration. It was argued that the responsibility for communicating this to the landlord lies with the department
concerned rather than the officers running the private renting scheme.AHAS recognises that the relationship
between Housing Needs and Housing Benefit departments can sometimes be challenging but this could be
resolved by Housing Needs Department taking the lead in all dealings with informing the landlords once the
claim is processed and housing benefit departments agreeing to enable this.

3.23
Another strand of the argument was that local authorities are offering landlords a free service and therefore
they should accept the limitations of the service given they were not paying for it. One member of the focus
group accepted that they were only concerned with setting up tenancies as homelessness prevention and they
then had to move on to new cases with the outcome that long term sustainability fell by the wayside . Despite
this mixed response there was a general consensus that landlords are not treated as customers and that local
authorities need to professionalise their services.

AHAS Recommendation:

Landlords have to be treated as customers and partners
with whom staff foster sustainable relationships. Without
them there will not be any homelessness prevention.
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do local authorities understand landlords?
3.24
Although all claimed that they had heard of anecdotal evidence to suggest that landlords are not given a choice
of tenant they said that their schemes gave the landlords choice.There was a clear view that they “introduced”
landlords to tenants rather than nominating them and that this introduction allowed either side to refuse
the other.

sustainability

3.25
AHAS considers that a successful private renting scheme should encourage sustainability in the following ways:

It will create sustainable tenancies and settled homes for
customers.
The scheme itself will be sustainable and encourage
structured and sensible growth in the housing benefit
market.

3.26
Local authorities indicated that the average rate of tenancy failure for 2008/09 and 2009/10 was fewer than 10%
of lettings created with the majority of authorities coming in at under 5%. However, there was a tendency to
place these families straight back into the private rented sector rather than in temporary accommodation.A
key reason behind this success is the use of floating tenancy support schemes funded by the Supporting People
program.AHAS recognises the importance of floating support and encourage local authorities to continue to
promote their services. In principle this is not a negative option provided that the tenants who are re-housed
into private accommodation have not lost the tenancy through their own actions and have the ability to sustain a
tenancy.

3.27
An alternative way of running a private renting scheme is to form a partnership with a registered social landlord.
This spreads the risk and cost and builds on RSL’s housing management experience. None of the local authorities
who said that they had formed a partnership with an RSL said that they paid a subsidy and it reduced costs to
the council.

section:
do local authorities understand landlords?
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do local authorities understand landlords?
3.28
However, the numbers of clients who had been housed through these partnerships were not comparable with
some of the impressive outputs through council run schemes.The tenancy sustainment rate was uneven as well
with some very successful schemes and one particularly unsuccessful scheme. It appears that this model can
provide sustainable schemes but it is not a quick fix solution. Local authorities need to look at their particular
area and analyse the market before deciding to create a partnership.

3.29
It is apparent to everyone that many local authority’s private renting schemes are financially unsustainable.This
view was supported by the focus group as everyone who took part recognised the need to cut spending and
rein in resources. In order to gauge future plans we asked local authorities how they would be reducing costs
and what effect that this would have on their performance. (shown below)

how will you be attempting to reduce the cost of
the scheme?
Decrease payments to landlords
Negotiate rents downs
Reduce staff costs
Partnership with an RSL
Change landlords for your service
Other (please specify)
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It is not surprising that reducing payments to landlords was the most popular means to reduce costs. Forming a
partnership with an RSL is one model of reducing costs . Of those who answered “Other” the main focus was
on increasing the recovery of deposits and loans. One local authority did state that they would no longer be
financing check-in and check-out inventories if the property was through an estate agent. Given the feedback
AHAS have received from landlords local authorities need to ask if this is an effective way to reduce costs
especially if the council is operating some kind of deposit guarantee scheme. Reducing staff costs is unfortunately
an inevitable consequence of constricting financial resources whilst negotiating rents down will decrease the
housing benefit spend whilst improving affordability of tenants; however the market will dictate whether this is a
viable option.
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do local authorities understand landlords?
3.30
Some local authorities are providing loans or asking customers to raise their own deposits this encourages
customers to take greater responsibility for their tenancy and reduces costs. However, in more expensive areas
or areas with greater deprivation this type of scheme may not prove workable or effective.

3.31
The pie chart below indicates what local authorities feel will be the main implications of reducing costs:

what do you feel will be the main implication of reducing
costs of your scheme?

Increase numbers of Part V11 applications
Less available properties

Poorer relationships with private landlords

No impact

There is an almost even split between those who feel that reducing costs will have a negative impact on their
relationships with landlords and those who thing that will need not effect it at all. 70% of those who responded
thought that by offering landlords additional low costs incentives performance could be maintained or improved.
Predictably the main ways local authorities wanted to do this was by offering guaranteed rent or direct payments.
The next chapter will outline a best practice menu of how this can be done effectively

section:
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3.32
Successful private renting schemes will also make the housing benefit sector in general more sustainable by
encouraging a more diverse pool of landlords to work with local authorities and so preventing the residualisation
of the sector into certain areas or types of properties.

3.33
partnership working
AHAS evidence suggests that local authorities who work in partnership with other department such housing
benefit deliver a better service. 73. 45% of local authorities felt that good partnership working was very
important or important to the success of their schemes. Forming partnerships is a key way for local authorities
to share their experience and understanding.They also allow local authorities to create systems and protocols
and systems across local authority boundaries.These can be used to create more choice for clients but also to
spread costs.

3.34
do local authorities understand landlords?
Overall,AHAS findings suggest that local authorities have a broad appreciation for what landlords want however
they are unsure how to deliver to it or in some cases whether they can or should. Landlords do not understand
the structure of Local Authorities and see them as one entity.AHAS feels that this perception is correct and that
Local Authorities should communicate to landlords with “one voice. ”

voic
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o
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section 4:
a toolbox of operational options and
good practice to improve your scheme
4.1
AHAS recognises that there is already excellent practice in the field and the following is an ideal wish list and
issues you need to consider when working with private rented sector.We provide solid practical examples
adopted by local authorities.The private sector is different throughout the country and not everything will work
everywhere and you may not have the resources to adopt everything listed below.

4.2
The work with the private rented sector has to be an integral part of your Housing Strategy; this is the only way
to get all departments signed up delivering on outcomes and targets.

our menu:
new business models
making procurement more effective
setting up new relationships
work with the tenant
work with the landlord

making tenancy sustainment work
work with the tenant
work with the landlord

ending the tenancy

section:
a toolbox of operational options and good practice to improve your scheme
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a toolbox of operational options and
good practice to improve your scheme
new business models
business model 1
All services are provided in house.You need to decide the level of services provided to each group e. g. are you
the best agency to deal with single homelessness move on?
A one stop shop for landlords and tenants offering a range of incentives for landlords.
A true one stop shop with a HB Officer in house as well as EH Officer for inspections, SP funded services
for sustainment.
Procurement and Lettings can be delivered by a website which can stand alone or incorporated in CBL
Service can be free to landlords or a charge can be levied.
Opportunities for providing management services to landlords

business model 2
As in Model 1 but services are delivered in partnership with other councils.
The front of house may look the same but savings are made by shared back office functions such as
procurement and websites.
Rigorous protocols need to be in place
Service can be free to landlords or a charge can be levied.
Opportunities for providing management services to landlords

business model 3
Contract out your services; these can be a partnering arrangement or a contract.
This can be to a RSL, voluntary sector agency or the private sector.
Whichever one you chose there has to be a meeting of culture. If it fails councils have the most to lose and end
up with duty to the applicants.
Rigorous protocols and monitoring have to be in place as well as a well constructed contract.
This model can also deliver opportunities for the provision of property management to landlords and
be self financing
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making procurement more effective

bournemouth borough council:
Bournemouth created their scheme due to the demand on their housing needs register.They allocate around
500 council and housing association tenancies per year but there are 7,000 customers on the register and this is
increasing by around 1,000 per year.The average wait on the register is around 7 years. Bournemouth identified
wider social problems related to this including poor educational attainment and social isolation.Their solution
was to advertise private sector properties through their choice based letting scheme.
Client bid for private sector properties in exactly the same way they would bid for council properties this gives
clients a variety of properties and puts the onus on them to choose a property they like. Bournemouth does
not charge landlords for advertising through choice based lettings but will charge £100 once they have found a
tenant.All of the landlords they work with must be accredited and a member of a recognised national landlords
association.This means that they have agreed to abide by codes of conduct.Anecdotally Bournemouth find that
these landlords are generally more committed to long term tenancies and tenancy sustainment. Bournemouth
also insists that all of the properties on the scheme are of a good standard.They offer landlords and tenants good
after care services with landlord and tenant checks once the tenancy has been signed and after three months. If
the tenant is struggling they will be linked in with floating support.
Bournemouth do not offer tenancy training but a local housing association offers tenancy training services
and many customers are linked in with this through their Enhanced Housing Options service. Bournemouth’s
approach is changing their client’s perception of the private sector and meaning that many are now seeing
it as a tenure of aspiration where they can access the home of their choice.Whilst prevention cases can
access Bournemouth’s scheme they are also given access to “Homes 4 Let” which is a social lettings agency
Bournemouth created in partnership with Poole Borough Council.This company offer landlords a full
management service which charges commission of 9% plus vat with a loyalty deduction (under the local average
of 12-13%. ) In exchange for this “Homes 4 Let” offer landlords the following benefits:
Commission 9% plus vat with loyalty deduction rate
Fast Tenant referral
Market rents achievable
High occupancy rates
Dedicated housing benefit officers
Ethical business and objectives
Free membership to the National Landlords Association (NLA)
Access to renovation/landlord incentive grants
“Homes 4 Let” give Bournemouth a fast and efficient service in
which to meet immediate housing need.
section:
a toolbox of operational options and good practice to improve your scheme
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making procurement more effective

partnership working: wigan:
With advice from Bournemouth Borough Council,Wigan Council has formed local lettings agency (Wigan
Housing Solutions) in partnership with the Citizens Advice Bureau. It was created as a community interest
company meaning that it is fully regulated.Wigan Housing has a combined function of managing their leased
properties as well as their private renting scheme.The concept for Wigan Housing Solutions developed out of
their successful bond scheme which had a good reputation in the local community. It gives landlords a varied
menu of services and they can pick a package which best suits their needs:

Let Only service which is a tenant introduction scheme or a Housing
Management Service where the company will manage the property.
This choice is a defining aspect of Wigan Housing Solutions offer to landlords. .As it is set up as a private
company it gives landlords as greater sense of independence and arguably a clearer understanding of their
motives. Landlords are charged at competitive rates and the long term aim is to make the schemes self financing.
They encourage landlords to become accredited and those who choose to become accredited gain access to
a wider range of advertising. If landlords choose they can access the bond scheme which provides a deposit
guarantee of up to £500 bonds for damage other than (reasonable wear and tear. ) They do not offer this
guarantee for rent arrears.
In conclusion,Wigan Housing Solutions is a good model for providing a potentially sustaining landlord focused
scheme which is based upon excellent local partnerships.This is a model which local authorities can follow
provided that they are willing to lose a degree of control over their scheme and have like minded suitable local
partners who are willing to work strategically and collaboratively with their local authority.

in house: south hams
South Hams District Council operates an in house letting service (The Direct Lets Scheme) which charges
landlords a fee. ( 9% of rent plusVAT. ) As well as competitive price this model allows South Hams to provide a
very comprehensive package of benefits to landlords:

A rent and damage deposit guarantee of up to four months rent
Guarantee of 50% of rent for two months of any void period
arrange and pay for annual gas servicing
arrange and pay for the initial EPC certificate
access to Private sector renewal grants
fast tenant referral scheme
access to a named benefits officer
access to a named property manager
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different business options for paying deposits/rent in
advance/rent
Non returnable incentives: unlikely to still remain an option
Non returnable incentive paid for renewing the tenancy after 1 year/ 2 years: if you do have some funds, you can
reward landlords for long term tenancies.
Rent in advance to landlord repaid when HB rent comes in: an excellent option that requires internal protocols
and administration.
Bond scheme – also known as deposit guarantee: a low cost option; you will need to risk assess your default rate
and negotiate for the funds to be held in reserve beyond the financial year.
Part bond/part loan to tenant: share the cost with the tenant. Requires internal administration for the weekly
repayment by tenant and policies and reserves in case of default
Part bond/part loan to landlord repaid when HB rent comes in: a mixture
Returnable loan paid to tenant (for landlord) who repays it on a weekly basis; requires internal admin for
weekly repayment
Loan then saving scheme to enable tenant to save towards their next deposit; moving on from the earlier option
to eventually make the tenant financially independent
Saving schemes and loans can be administered either by council or by credit union.
Full LHA direct: should now be easier for priority homeless applicants
First LHA direct moving on to rent paid to tenant to acquire social responsibility: allows the tenant to acquire
social responsibility and independence
Asking tenants to obtain guarantors for rent; these will need to be checked to ensure they have the means for
such an undertaking

kirklees
Kirklees have begun to move away from a bond scheme and are encouraging their clients to find their own
deposits.Anecdotally they have been surprised by the amount of tenants who have been able to source their
own deposits.This empowers the tenant to take control of their housing situation and gives them a greater
incentive to treat their property with respect.

wealden
Offer two types of incentive which encourage clients to take responsibility for their tenancy and allow the
council to reclaim their costs:

Tenant Loan:

Priority Need clients are offered a loan.This loan is used to secure a privately rented property and clients are
expected to repay it at a rate of £20 per month via a direct debit.There are few defaults on the loan thanks to
a rigorous internal monitoring system.Wealden ensures that tenants accepting the loan are fully aware of the
consequences (County Court Judgments, impact on future lettings) if they do not pay.The council has also begun
to get guarantors for the loans.There are ongoing revenue costs inherent in the administration of the scheme
but ultimately they are successful in recouping most of their initial expense.

Guarantee Scheme:

The guarantee scheme is mainly used for non priority clients but Wealden try to persuade landlords working
with priority need clients to use it as it is cheaper than the Tenant Loan Scheme.Wealden offer a deposit
guarantee of up to four weeks rent and seek to recover any payment to the landlord from the tenant.
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section 4:
a toolbox of operational options and
good practice to improve your scheme
making procurement more effective

making procurement more efficient
Advertising for properties either by yourself, by an RSL or work with local agents; lots of local authorities rely
on agents to find them small landlords; is there an argument for cutting out the middle man? This requires an
advertising budget and a fast response time.
Pre visits to check standards or landlords self certification: many local authorities allow landlords to self certify
themselves once they have seen the statutory documentation.
Work only with accredited landlords or allow self certification and work towards accrediting all your landlords:
Accreditation is still the way forward to support good standards in the sector.
Dedicated officers to deal with landlords; a key good practice; you will lose landlords unless you implement this.
A very fast response time when offered properties: a key good practice; the private sector letting agent will
deal with the landlord immediately and not delay getting back to them as landlords are losing money when the
property is empty and will go elsewhere.
Deciding what incentives to give landlords: you toolbox must be ready to go.

possible range of incentives:
Arrange and pay for annual gas servicing
Arrange and pay for initial EPC certificate
Full range of legal documents: contracts written in plain English, inventories
Inventories with external company; a transparent service
Non returnable financial incentives: no longer likely to be an option
Deposit guarantees: you will need to have reserves for your default rate
Rent guarantees: if you can do it; generally 48 weeks
Full HB service: arranging the benefit payable and notifying the landlord: your officers case manage the letting
until the rent is in payment; the landlord should not have to chase his rent.
Rent in advance paid (then recovered from HB) which as above has to be managed internally.
Tenants checked and trained in tenants responsibilities:There are range of possibilities for training and referencing
tenants which will place your tenants in a better position in the market place
Membership of trade association
Access to grants

Property Checks:

wealden

All of the properties which are accepted onto Wealden’s scheme must meet the decent homes standard and
are inspected to ensure that they fulfill this requirement.
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setting up new relationships

a new relationship with customers:
setting up the tenancy
work with the tenant:
Train tenants in their responsibilities including explaining to them whom they have to report all problems to.You
do not want them to be contacting you for all management issues (unless you are managing the property) unless
the issues are substantial.
Agree the inventory and conditions with them – preferably done by an independent agency with pictures
Making sure they are ready for independent living or can manage the tenancy with support.
Explain the consequences if they willfully fail in the tenancy; put it in writing
Check tenants: previous ASB, take references whether from hostels or previous landlords or employers.The
police may agree a protocol with you to let you know if there have been any ASB at previous addresses. Beware
ion some cases this can delay the set up of a tenancy so start early.
A tenant’s handbook to reinforce their responsibilities as well as their rights: you can refer the tenant back to this
should things go wrong
Check all HB/CT and other benefit forms, monitor and casework the claim until it is paid
Check HB is in payment; diarise periodic checks especially on renewal of benefit
Ensure tenant has access to furnishing/white goods; tenancies are more likely to fail if the tenant is not resettled
Ensure tenant has local information to settle them in

Tenant Checks:

guildford

have an arrangement with a private inventory company who do a check in and a check out.This company also
carries out any dispute resolution required and all the negotiations arising from this. In effect this works in the
same way as the tenancy deposit scheme and is very popular with landlords who see it as a very “thorough”
service. It also ensures that any disputes are looked at independently and landlords cannot accuse the council of
protecting their own interests

section:
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setting up new relationships

work with the landlord

Treat the landlord as a customer with whom you are entering into partnership with.
Explain your standards: be clear of your expectations on standards of repair, conduct and management
Explain clearly what the council will or will not do during the tenancy; there cannot be any ambiguity as to who
does what and the extent of your involvement
Have a named officer and calls returned by someone who can take the lead, make decisions and move case on if
necessary in case of absence.
Provide the landlord with a landlord’s handbook : all the above must be written down for the avoidance of doubt
The landlord must have a choice of tenant, do not just allocate a tenant to them. If you seriously believe there is
an issue of discrimination deal with it once proven.
Agree the inventory and conditions with them – preferably done by an independent agency with pictures.
Keep to deadlines and make them rigorous so the landlord does not lose rent; have a system of cover so work
still gets down when officers are away. Have protocols with other sections you rely on to meet targets: finance
to pay incentives, HB, EHD for checks etc Have a lead officer as a link person for the landlord to contact and get
other sections to buy into this and keep you updated.
Give the landlord whatever assistance as described in your incentive.

wealden

Wealden offer a tenant’s accreditation scheme.This ensures that landlord’s are given a clear and comprehensive
reference.Wealden also offer their landlord’s comprehensive inventories

south hams

As part of their offer to landlord’s South Hams offer landlords a photographic inventory which gives solid
documentary evidence of the state the property was in when it was let.

keep to deadlines and make them rigorous
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making tenancy sustainment work

work with the tenant

Set in place periodic checks with HB to ensure benefit is still in payment: 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and
annually thereafter
Support services: make sure floating support is in place and that the support worker understands the full range
of their responsibilities; Decide who does what and have a protocol in place with the service; they must keep
you informed of all material facts which may affect the tenancy.
A casework service to sort things out – quickly.

salford

currently offers floating support for the first 3 months of the tenancy for any clients leaving our temporary
accommodation and moving into a private tenancy with a rental bond. If a landlord is experiencing problems
with any tenant who has accessed their property with a bond, they can contact the Landlord Liaison Officer and
he will refer the tenant to be offered this floating support (regardless of whether they have previously been in
our temporary accommodation).

kirklees

Do systemic reviews of HB – 1 month, 3 months, and 6 months and annually after that.All it takes is access
to HB and they then deal with any problem.They tell landlords they will do this which overcomes landlords’
problems with access to HB.
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making tenancy sustainment work

work with the landlord

Periodic checks with the landlord to make sure he is satisfied and no problems. Conduct satisfaction surveys and
learn from them.
A named officer for the landlord to contact when things go wrong.A system of cover in the office; not just
message taking if someone is off for a period.
Keep the landlord informed, even if the news is bad.
Provide support for the landlord; do not wash your hands of the case.Take responsibility and make decisions.
Be rigorous on Intentionality Decisions when tenants misbehave in the private rented sector; the word spreads.
Develop links with organisations that deal with ASB to support the landlord.
Have in place a complaint procedure and put in place a full impartial investigation when there is a dispute.

oxford city council
Have dedicated team of 6 staff to cover the four schemes.The Landlords can ring up the team and discuss any
concerns that they have .There are two Housing Benefit experts in the team as well as two Legal Executives ,
one of whom has over 25 years experience in the Private Rented Sector so between the team they can give any
Landlord specialist advice , without charge .

london borough of camden
the Private Sector Initiatives Team forms the housing departments “Business Unit. ” Landlords who rent their
property through the Private Sector Initiatives Team can use three schemes.As well as running the private
renting schemes the Private Sector Initiatives Team also has a tenancy sustainment function based upon thorough
and systematic tenancy reviews.All of the landlords who rent their property through the team can access a
sustainment service and have named contacts.

develop links with organisations that deal
with ASB to support the landlord.
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ending the tenancy
Consider whether it is necessary for the landlord to go for a court order for possession after a long term
tenancy and no break down if the landlord wants to sell.You will generally have to rehouse the tenant anyway so
why force the landlord to go to court.
Move problems tenants out without a court order (if they will move and not to another private tenancy)
Assist landlords with the process especially if they have had a bad tenant
Be fair on deposits and inventories; if necessary this should be done externally.
If the landlord is willing to relet to you act fast to provide them with new tenant
Do not rehouse tenants in the private sector who have failed in previous tenancies.
If a tenant cannot cope in the private sector move them on to another supported accommodation; do not wait
for things to go even more wrong and alienate the landlord.
Admit it if you failed; honesty is always the best policy.

southend-on-sea
Southend-on-Sea gives their landlord’s legal advice and focus on filling voids when the properties on their
scheme become vacant. Landlord feedback demonstrates the proactive and work they do to ensure that this is
done effectively. Just recently I had an unfortunate incident where the tenant abandoned a property. The Private
Sector Tenancy Officer advised me through the whole legal process of what I could and could not do. They then
went on to identify a new tenant for me and ensured all the relevant benefits were in place. I’m delighted!”

oxford

have assisted Landlords at Court hearings and also assisted Landlords to recover possession of their properties
when occupied by squatters.
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conclusion
It is clear that the success of private renting
schemes is not based solely upon large
financial incentives but on the quality of the
relationship between landlords and local
authorities. This report demonstrates what
landlords want and how local authorities
are currently responding. The toolkit
gives a practical guide about how these
relationships can be created or reformed
to encourage more collaborative,
sustainable and financially sound Private
Renting Schemes.

time 2 change?
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the future...
we hope you have found this report useful and that you
may use it within your own departmental workshops
and training. If you require more copies of this report
please don’t hesitate to contact us. A version of this
report is available as a PDF download from our website:
www.ahas.org.uk
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about AHAS
the association of housing advice service
who we are
AHAS was founded over 20 years ago by a group of managers in statutory housing advice services who saw the
need to meet regularly to exchange ideas and promote the value of their service. 20 years on housing advice
and options services are at the forefront of housing departments and have taken the lead in developing housing
strategy to respond and meet housing need in an evolving housing agenda.AHAS’ activities have supported and
promoted the professionalism of the sector and encouraged the development of new ideas.

our aims
The promotion and understanding of local authority housing advice, services and options in general.
To promote good practice in housing advice and options services.
To raise awareness of issues within private sector housing.

how we operate
AHAS is managed by an elected executive who manage housing advice and options services.The executive is
assisted by a coordinator.
AHAS is open to all statutory and directly contracted services whose primary and main function is the provision
of housing advice and options to the public.
AHAS does not levy any membership fees. Although London based AHAS representatives come from all over
England to attend meetings

activities
Meetings
AHAS meets 4 times a year in London. Key speakers and practitioners will address a topical issue or service
development. In addition delegates will be informed of new development in housing law, hear about new trends
and issues in the sector as they happen and have the opportunity to discuss organizational issues and network
with other managers. All information and presentations are posted on the AHAS website.
Conferences and training
AHAS has organized 5 annual conferences on key topics relevant to housing advice and options services. From
time to time AHAS will organize smaller seminars on a relevant topic.
Responses to consultation
AHAS responds to all relevant government consultations.
Networking
AHAS provides a forum and network for managers. Managers communicate with each other between meetings
to seek advice and exchange ideas.

joining
If you want to attend meetings log on to www.ahas.org.uk to get more information to get more information, or
send us an email to info@ahas.org.uk and if you qualify to join the organisation we will add you to our mailing list.
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